
Security Operations Center (SOC) 

Comprehensive, expert, 24/7 cybersecurity protection. A security operations
center (SOC) is integral in providing a required layer for top-tier cyber security
protection. Advanced technologies proactively detect and escalate potential
threats across your organization. But it takes trained professionals to analyze
security alerts and remediate threats in a way no technology can.

Any business leveraging the internet or
cloud services is vulnerable to cybersecurity
threats. Effectively protecting your business
from today’s frequent, costly threats requires
a dedicated resource focused solely on
safeguarding your sensitive data and critical
business systems.

What is SOC as a Service?

SOC as a Service, or SOCaaS, allows
businesses of all sizes to experience a level of
cybersecurity protection they never could
before, thanks to its subscription-based model.

Affordable

Scalable

Do You Need a SOC?

Modern-day Cyberthreats Require
Modern-day Solutions

Improved business reputation

Threat prevention

Cost savings

Rapid response

Constant protection

of all cyber breaches
impact businesses
with fewer than 1,000
employees

46%

Complete cybersecurity protection
for one monthly fee

Flexible resources flex with
changing business needs



In the Numbers

Many companies struggle to monitor security
threats 24/7 effectively; making the case to
work with a managed security service
provider should be easy.

Average SOC requires eight employees
totaling $600k in salary costs annually

Training costs upwards of $16k
annually for one analyst

Compliance costs including
reporting and audit expenses

Time and expenses to hire and
retain experienced personnel 
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About Us
Secur-Serv is a leading provider of managed
services nationwide, delivering innovative solutions
that empower businesses to optimize their IT,
hardware, and printing infrastructure. We prioritize
the security of our client’s data and systems through
proactive cybersecurity measures and strive to
surpass expectations with exceptional service.

SECURE YOUR IT
ENVIRONMENT TODAY

For a free consultation to secure your
organization 24x7, call 800.228.3628 or
visit www.secur-serv.com to learn more.

Continual Protection

All companies need more than system,
network, and end-user support. Fortunately,
Secur-Serv also has the depth, skills,
experience, and relationships to handle it all:

Intelligent threat hunting, detection and
response 24/7

Expert threat analysis and remediation

Assist with controls that could reduce
cybersecurity insurance rates

Industry compliance and audit reporting
standards

50% Some companies see threat containment speeds
increase by as much as 50% after switching to a
managed security service provider

Every Minute Counts

faster threat
containment

The Benefit of an MSSP 


